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WEIDA FREIGHT SYSTEM CO., LTD. LEADS THE 2013/2014 TOP
GUN CHALLENGE FOR TWO CONSECUTIVE YEARS

M ESSAGE

FROM
FRANCIS NG, FFSI
LIFE CHAIRMAN—
Christmas is coming
and soon followed the
New Year. I would like
to take this opportunity
to extend my warmest
season greetings to all and wish all a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year. Lastly I
wish all a prosperous and healthy 2015.

MESSAGE

FROM
ADA
LAI,
FFSI
COO—Dear friends,
Christmas is a magical
holiday season that
brings with it joy,
love, and heart warming thoughts. It's the
time of the year
again! Festivity all
around, the colors of
the season abounding, and the spirit of happiness be filled in the air!
May I take this opportunity to express to you
season's greetings and good wishes that the
peace and joy of the holiday season be with
you throughout the coming year!

14TH FFSI S&M MEETING
According to delegates, “A well organised S&M Meeting" was held this year
in Bangkok, Thailand. In the regrettable
absence of our CEO, the meeting was
jointly conducted by Mr. Lawrence Low
(Deputy Chairman) and Ms. Ada Lai
(COO), and was opened with a welcoming of new members and new attendees to the meeting. As usual, delegates eagerly awaited the announcement of the Top Gun winners along with
holding their usual productive one-onone meetings with other members. For
the second year, Weida Freight Systems Co., Ltd. in China leads the
2013/2014 Top Gun Challenge with
Achieved Targets of 33 compared with
(Night view of Taipei)

2012/2013 Achieved Targets of 29. The
Gold Medal award was given by FFSI’s
Deputy Chairman, Mr. Lawrence Low and
again received by Weida’s representative Mr. Southgate Yuan. For Second and
Third Places, Worldwide Logistics (India)
Pvt. Ltd. and Velogic France received the
Silver and Bronze Medal Awards. The
meeting finishes with an invitation to attend the forthcoming 34th FFSIWWC to
be held in Taipei on March 25-27, 2015.
Taipei is known for its many night markets,
the most famous of which is the Shilin Night
Market in the Shilin District. The newly
developed Xinyi District is popular with
tourists and locals alike for its many entertainment and shopping venues, as well as
being the home
of Taipei 101, a Inside This Issue
prime tourist attraction.
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CEO’S CORNER
Our 14th Sales & Marketing Meeting has come and gone and from feedback received, was the usual
FFSI happy event. Many positive comments were received on our new venue and our thanks to Ada for
her negotiating skills with the JW Marriot Group and for finding this new venue. Congratulations to all of
the awardees and good luck with the 2014/2015 Top Gun Challenge!
This past year the Executive Committee have remained hard at work to ensure the ongoing viability of
our Association and I extend my thanks on behalf of all our members to Francis, Lawrence and Ada for
their efforts, and also to Joy of our NSO for her consistent and professional handling of all of our NSO
matters. We all assure you of our commitment to ensuring that FFSI remains the 2 nd oldest (perhaps OLDEST in years to come!) surviving Network of Freight Companies in the years ahead. Thank you too, to the
Board of Directors for their input when required.
As we reflect on the year 2014 we will likely all agree that it has not been entirely smooth sailing in the
CHRIS WATERSON, FFSI CEO world of our economies but we can surely also agree that we have continued to fly high in no small part
due to the friendship, support and cooperation of one another. How would we have fared had we been
operating in individual isolation without our membership of FFSI?
As the clock ticks away towards 2015 may I suggest that we should all re-commit ourselves fully to our membership of FFSI with renewed
energy and determination to participate in next year’s Meetings and to support one another whenever we can so that we can continue to
grow together.
We look forward to seeing you all at the 34th Annual Worldwide Conference to be hosted by Feta Freight Systems (Taiwan) Ltd, in the
beautiful city of Taipei from 25th to 27th March 2015.
I close by wishing you, your families and all of your staff a very Blessed and Peaceful Christmas season and may you grow stronger and
more successful in the year to come!

MEMBERS ANSWER THE QUESTION: “WHY FFSI?”
For over 30 years, Feta Freight Systems International has been very careful in selecting its members. As a matter of fact, there
are companies who have been members of FFSI for over 25, 20, 15, and 10 years. Why did they join FFSI? Why did they stay
members for so many years? We have asked two FFSI members for over 10 and 15 years to answer the question: Why FFSI?
They were generous and cooperative in sharing their experiences through the years and in giving their advice to other FFSI
Why did you join FFSI?

Why did you join FFSI?

Rogers was a senior member of
FFSI and we stayed in the network since its foundation more
than 25 years ago. Our company
name and brand has changed a
couple of times.

We joined FFSI to ensure that
we have a strong and reliable
network of agents that we can
use to service our client base,
we needed a network that was
small enough to offer personal
service and big enough to offer
sustainable services at competitive rates.

Why until now you are still a
member of FFSI?
We have stayed in the network
as it has been beneficial for us,
though we would expect a bit
more of business from other network members. This applies to
both our Mauritius and French offices where we provide business to
other members mainly in Asia.
What advice can you give to our members in building more business to one another and in continuing their FFSI membership?
It's important that businesses originated from all sides, ie, there
should be a good balance between business that is offered and
received, otherwise, the partnership is skewed.
Any other positive and encouraging message to the members.
Over the years, trust among members has become an important
factor and which has enhanced closer relationship and friendship
within FFSI members across the network.

Why until now you are still a
member of FFSI?
We enjoy good support from
our regular agents and that
really works for us.
What advice can you give to our members in building more business to one another and in continuing their FFSI membership?
You need to be pro-active in your approach to get the best out of
the relationships with the other agents within the network.
Any other positive and encouraging message to the members.
It is always good to have the face to face inter actions with the other members at the sales and management meetings held each year
to build the relationships between the members.
Left photo—Vishal Nunkoo, Velogic/Mauritius
Right photo—Wendy Boschetti, Barloworld Logistics/South Africa
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MEMBERS NEWS
POLAND
SPEDMAN GLOBAL LOGISTICS SP. Z.O.O.

PAKISTAN
EXCEL FREIGHT SYSTEMS (PVT) LTD.

25TH ANNIVERSARY OF SPEDMAN POLAND—THE OLDEST
PRIVATE-OWNED INDEPENDENT FREIGHT FORWARDER IN
POLAND

EXCELLENCE AWARD FOR EXCEL FREIGHT SYSTEMS

Del i ver i n g Best Val u e

For the team of Spedman Poland, 2014 is a year of double anniversary – 25th birthday of democracy in Poland, paired with 25th
birthday of our company!
How it all started….The fall of the ’’Iron Curtain’’ in 1989 marked
a turning point in the history of Poland – our nation voted in the
first free democratic elections, our economy started its transition
into free market, our manufacturers were (finally) given liberty to
trade with the world… and cargo began to move !
Following the growing demand for new quality standards in international freight forwarding, Spedman Poland was established – as
the first independent and private owned sea freight forwarder – in
the Baltic Sea port of Gdynia in November 1989.
For the last 25 years, our business has been developing organically
together with our customers – manufacturers and traders of various
industry segments.

We take this opportunity
to share with you that we;
Excel Freight Systems (Pvt)
Ltd., received an “Award
of Excellence” for Top
Agents in Karachi Pakistan.
Saudi Airlines Cargo Company appreciate and issue
“Award of Excellence” to
Excel Freight Systems (Pvt)
Ltd., for our out-standing
support and contribution
during 2013 to Saudi Airlines Cargo.
We have to thank all our
customers and partners for
their continuous support
and cooperation which
help us to achieve this distinctive award and we look
forward for usual support
in days to come!!!

We are proud to have played our part in their success stories,
building long-term trust and loyalty.
Apart from the more-or-less ’’standard’’ commodities (such as foodstuff and agricultural products, machines, offshore equipment or
automotive parts, to name a few..)
Spedman Poland has been thriving on challenges - be it relocating
a living giraffe in a 20’ open top container (she did very well and
apparently even enjoyed the trip), transporting off-road 4x4 expedition vehicles and cup-winning sailing yachts, or chartering full
vessels for bulk shipments of Polish milk powder.
Our home towns are Gdynia and Gdańsk - two main Polish seaport
cities, located 10 km from each other, at the south coast of the Baltic Sea.
Establishment of a dedicated airfreight office – located at Poland’s
main airport of Warsaw [WAW] – has been a natural part of our
growth throughout years.

Muhammad Asif Khan – Director, Excel Freight Systems receives the award.

Below map illustrates all major gateway seaports and airports for
POLAND :
Poland of 2014 is completely incomparable to Poland of 1989 :
we are regarded as one of “healthiest” economies of the European Union, with solid 3.2% growth rate of GDP in 2014 and population of nearly 40 million people.
Economic success translates into growing cargo volumes - clearly
illustrated by estimated 15% yearly growth of FCL throughput in
Polish seaports (2014 vs 2013).
The deep-sea port of Gdansk – called by 18.000 TEU ships of
Maersk Line’s direct AE10 loop - is just becoming the biggest container hub in the Baltic Sea ….and other shipping lines are following with direct deep-sea calls into Poland very soon – stay tuned.
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MEMBERS NEWS
SOUTH AFRICA
CONTRACT FORWARDING

TURKEY
TRANSORIENT INTERNATIONAL FORWARDING LTD.

CONTRACT FORWARDING AND iTHUBA

COMBINED FORCES OF TRANSORIENT INT’L AND ECS

Contract Forwarding is proud
to have provided sponsorship
throughout 2014 to the iThuba project which is an empowerment initiative to teach
final year school students from previously disadvantaged communities how to prepare for the job market.
The brainchild of Lee Botti of Lee Botti & Associates with further
support from the Western Cape Exporters Club and the Iziko Maritime Museum in Cape Town, students are bussed in free of charge
from their schools to attend morning workshops designed to assist
them to secure jobs in the year ahead. Around a dozen workshops
are held during term time with different schools attending.
The photographs are of students from Hout Bay High arriving for
their workshop and posing for a photograph with Chris Waterson,
CEO of Contract Forwarding after their successful morning of learning.
Contract Forwarding is committed to continuing our sponsorship in
2015 and beyond.

Transorient International Forwarding Ltd. and ECS European Containers NV combine their forces and create a multimodal corridor through Europe, connecting the British Isles with Turkey.
This joint venture combines the strength of ECS ‘s European intermodal network with Transorient’s know-how and expertise in the
Turkish market.
The two partners will work as independent freight forwarders,
using their own 45’ equipment (ambient & reefer). Taylor made
transport solutions will be offered, depending on the specific
demands of the customer: 45’ short sea, intermodal via the Balkan
route or the Trieste connection and a road solution, if needed.

ECS is a 45’ European intermodal logistics operator, working with
a fleet of 5500 ambient and 1000 reefer containers.
All its activities are centralized at the head office in Zeebrugge
(Belgium) and at its main hub Venlo (The Netherlands). Commercial offices are spread all over Europe.
This well-considered strategy noticeably increases the level of
control and efficiency, and gives ECS a competitive advantage in
the market.
Transorient is one of the oldest logistics corporations in Turkey who
achieves sustainable existence with a dynamic vision since 1961.
Transorient offers multi- modal freight forwarding services supported by in-house customs brokerage, nation- wide domestic
distribution, warehousing, packaging, palletizing and quality control services.
In-house operations and data security systems certified by ISO
9001 and ISO 27001, together with infrastructure in compliance
with the safety requirements of AEO standards, elevates Transorient to be one of the leading sector players in logistics industry.
For all information regarding this initiative or price requests,
please contact:
salesvenlo@ecs.be or intermodal@transorient.com.tr
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MEMBERS NEWS
AUSTRALIA
INTERNATIONAL CARGO EXPRESS

GERMANY
GATEWAY CARGO SYSTEMS GMBH

ICE CELEBRATES MANAGEMENT AND STAFF ANNIVERSARIES

GATEWAY CARGO SYSTEMS WELCOMES A NEW GENERAL
MANAGER IN HAMBURG

Our Assistant Account
Mrs. Sophie Karalis
celebrated her 20th
year anniversary with
ICE. She joined us as
an Accounts Clerk and
now supervises the
smooth running of our
accounts department
in Sydney. She has
seen ICE grow from a
very small operation
to a sizeable operation nationally. Daniel
celebrated his 10
year anniversary and
wedding this year. He
joined us as a receptionist straight out of
school and has is now
a fully fledged forwarder working in
Ocean freight at the
moment but also back
us our Airfreight department if need be.
He is also a demon on
the forklift. Multi purpose, multi skilled
Daniel and he also
joined the Club of
married men.
International Cargo
Express Melbourne is
also pleased to announce in the last
month, two valuable
staff members have
both celebrated their
tenth anniversary of working at ICE. Mrs. Karen Watts who joined
the company back in 1991, helped to develop and grow ICE in
the early years; left to raise a family and returned in 2004 to
continue her career. Worked initially in imports, later was responsible for exports, and now is the ICE National Procurement Officer. Mr. Riccardo Vitti joined ICE on the 1st of November 2004,
worked in the import airfreight department, then air cartage,
transferred to ocean cartage and customs compiling and now is
responsible for the imports team.
In December we will celebrate the 25th anniversary of John Mangiafico in Melbourne. John opened up our first office a long time
ago, oversaw the building of our own office and now runs an
efficient branch with 15 staff. Even the CEO Ronald Spahr had
his 25th anniversary in January. As a founding member of ICE he
also saw the potential of ICE and later on participated in the
management buyout of the founder of ICE.
The longevity of our staff is our asset and envy of most of the
Australian forwarders.

Oliver Klitzing is the
new General Manager
for Airfreight at
Gateway
Cargo
Systems GmbH in
Hamburg.
He has been in the Forwarding business for around 21 years and
nearly 19 years with one of the Members of the FFSI Group. So
some of you may know him already.
For 10 years, he was in the Position of Branch Manager in
Hamburg.
Started his current position with Gateway Cargo Systems on
October 1 this year and he is very excited to be part of the
Gateway Team.
Oliver handles the coordination of Airfreight Export in Hamburg
and Frankfurt, to bring the Airfreight Export business to a higher
level.
He also wishes to implement a
24/7 service. He follows a
personal guideline:“ Your Freight
will be handled as if it were my
own freight.“
His contact details are below:
Niendorfer Straße 170
22848 Norderstedt
Tel.: +49 (0) 40 854 068 – 118
Fax: +49 (0) 40 854 068 – 100

Oliver Klitzing

Mail: oklitzing@gatewaycargo.de

JORDAN
MAJLAN INT. CARGO SERVICES
MAJLAN INT. CARGO SERVICES’ PARTNERSHIP WITH AL BATROS CLEARANCE COMPANY
As Majlan Group, we are very
proud to announce that Al Batros Clearance Company is now
part of our Group which supported us to become the major
services provider to several
pioneer companies in Jordan
for many sectors especially
medical, agricultural, clothing
and perishable, either for export or import transaction.
In addition, Al Batros Clearance Company completed our full supply chain solutions circle and just recently extended their trucking
service to Iraq.
This resulted with customer satisfaction and loyalty which improved
our business during the years.
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MEMBERS NEWS
FIRST TIME ATTENDEES TO 14TH S&M
From left to right: Mizanur Rahman—
Online Freight Services / Bangladesh,
Yuliana Yuliana—PT CJ Korea Express
Indonesia / Indonesia, Larbi Zerrioui—
MYCS / Morocco, Jihane Khebach—
MYCS / Morocco, Tenny Kam—
Chinatrans Int’l. Ltd. / China , Scott
Wang—Chinatrans Int’l. Ltd. / China,
Subin George—FRS Logistics Limited /
China, Sean Hunter—International Cargo Solutions / Australia, Manish Arun
Phatarpekar—Panda Logistics Ltd. /
China, Moawyah Obaid—Majlan Int.
Cargo Services / Jordan, Adela Kureckova—Spedman Czech Republic /
Czech Republic, Gyula Pintya—M&M
Militzer & Munch Romania SRL / Romania

2013 / 2014 TOP GUN ACHIEVERS
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2013 / 2014 TOP GUN WINNERS
TOP GUN WINNER (GOLD)
China

WEIDA FREIGHT SYSTEMS CO. LTD.
Award received by Southgate Yuan

2ND PLACE (SILVER)
India

WORLDWIDE LOGISTICS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
Award received by Rajkumar Thirumankaranai

3RD PLACE (BRONZE)
France

VELOGIC
Award received by David Tin Tsin Fong

MOST MOA
Hong Kong

Flynt International Forwarders Limited
Award received by Jason Leung and John Lam

TOP GUN ACHIEVERS (In Alphabetical Order)
AIR GOAL INTERNATIONAL FORWARDERS LTD.—CANADA
AIR SEA FORWARDERS INC.—U.S.A.
AIRWAVES GLOBAL LOGISTICS—U.S.A.
BARLOWORLD LOGISTICS—SOUTH AFRICA
CARGO COMPASS SPA—ITALY
CARGO HOLLAND—NETHERLANDS
CJ KOREA EXPRESS ASIA PTE. LTD.—SINGAPORE
CONTRACT FORWARDING—SOUTH AFRICA
EXCEL FREIGHT SYSTEMS (PVT) LTD.—PAKISTAN
FETA FREIGHT SYTEMS (TAIWAN) LTD.—TAIWAN
FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS (THAILAND) CO. LTD.—THAILAND
FLYNT INTERNATIONAL FORWARDERS LIMITED—HONG KONG
GATEWAY CARGO SYSTEMS GMBH—GERMANY
HA THIEN GALAXY EXPRESS FORWARDING—VIETNAM
HINDUSTAN CARGO LTD.—INDIA
INTERNATIONAL CARGO SOLUTIONS—AUSTRALIA
INTEREUROPA CO. LTD.—SLOVENIA
LEGEND FORWARDING GROUP, S. L.—SPAIN
LEISURE GLOBAL LOGISTICS LLC—U.A.E.
MULTI GOLD AIR & SEA EXPRESS LTD.—HONG KONG
NESURA EXPRESS CO., LTD.—KOREA
ONLINE FREIGHT SERVICES—BANGLADESH
ORBIT INTERNATIONAL LTD.—NEW ZEALAND
PROFESSIONAL FREIGHT SYSTEMS (M) SDN. BHD.—MALAYSIA
SPEDMAN GLOBAL LOGISTICS A/S—DENMARK
STAR FREIGHT NV/SA—BELGIUM
SWIFT FREIGHT INTERNATIONAL (UGANDA) LTD.—UGANDA
UNION AIR FREIGHT (S) PTE. LTD.—SINGAPORE
VCK LOGISTICS—NETHERLANDS
VELOGIC—FRANCE
VELOGIC LTD.—MAURITIUS
WEIDA FREIGHT SYSTEM CO., LTD.—CHINA
WORLDWIDE LOGISTICS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.—INDIA

Congratulations To All The Winners
And Every Participant!!!
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“TOGETHER, WE CAN MAKE IT BETTER”

FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS—HONG KONG
Address : Flat 15, 7/F, Cosmopolitan Centre
760 Nathan Road
Kowloon, Hong Kong
Telephone : (852) 39927040
Fax
: (852) 31881078
Contact : Francis Ng, Life Chairman
(Mobile: (852) 9482 4625)
E-mail
: fng@ffsintl.net
Contact : Ada Lai, Chief Operating Officer
: alai@ffsintl.net

NETWORK SERVICES OFFICE—PHILIPPINES
Address : Feta Freight Systems International
P.O. Box No. 208
Las Piñas Central Post Office
1740 Las Piñas City
Telephone : (63) 2 5512201 / 6646791
Fax
: (63) 2 5512180
Contact : Joy Mortel, Administrator
: jmortel@ffsintl.net

CEO’S OFFICE—SOUTH AFRICA
Address : 49 Director Road
Aeroport Spartan Ext 2
Gauteng Johannesburg, South Africa
Telephone : (2711) 3922002
Fax
: (2786) 5244348
Contact : Chris Waterson, Chief Executive Officer
E-mail
: cwaterson@ffsintl.net

FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL (FFSI ) is a global network of freight forwarding companies rendering the full spectrum of transport services including multimodal, logistics and other specialised cargo handling related activities.
FETA was organised in 1982 by a group of Far East Asia-based freight forwarders with
the objective of seeking reliable, aggressive and locally managed companies to form a
strong strategic global network of alliances. In 1989, a core of FETA members incorporated FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL LTD.
Its objective is to form strong strategic alliances with prospective parties in potential
countries trading under a unique name called FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS. They will cater to
the challenges of a globalising industry by offering the highest level of international
freight forwarding and logistics services to the customers.
Any qualified forwarder who wants to develop and expand their network can be part
of FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL

We’re on the web:
www.ffsintl.net

BENEFITS OF FFSI MEMBERSHIP














The immediate availability of a global network of reputable international freight forwarders.
Participation in an annual FFSI Worldwide Conference (usually held in March or April) where Network
Offices and observers from all over the world meet at a single venue thereby saving travel time, money
and energy.
Participation in an annual FFSI Global Sales & Marketing Meeting (usually held in October or
November).
The facility to make One-on-one meeting schedules with participants in Conferences and Sales &
Marketing Meetings using the FFSI Online One-on-one Meeting Scheduler (FOOMS).
The close monitoring and effective protection of Accounts Receivables among members using the FFSI
Online Monthly Accounts Receivables System (OMARS).
The services of an effective and experienced "Executive Committee" and "Executive Officers" that
continuously analyse transport trends, policies and systems in order to expand and improve the
benefits.
Centralized promotional support and advertising in order to enhance each member's global character
and image.
The collection and dissemination of updated market information of countries, courtesy of each member,
through the FFSI Network Services Office..
The continuous research and development in the following areas:
Communication system that may eventually be the basis for an integrated EDI system for Net
work Offices.
Accounting system that will allow closer monitoring of account settlement among all Network
Offices.
Sales and marketing system to promote business growth.
Provides a fertile climate for improving business growth through productive interaction among Network
Offices.
Provides the opportunity to develop friendships and new business activities on an international level.
Provides the opportunity to approach large potential accounts and offer the combined services and
rates of FETA Freight Systems as a regional freight forwarder.

